IS Reading Seminar (INFO 7050, Spring 09)

The goal of this new Seminar is for students (both Graduate and Seniors) to discuss new advances in Information Science including Human-Computer Interaction, Computer-Supported Cooperative Work, Affective Computing, Web Information Systems, and Information Networks.

Each week, a registered participant will lead the discussion about one paper of their choice drawn from the field of Information Science. Discussions are expected to place each paper in its historical context before reviewing its main contributions. This is a 2 credits Seminar using S/U grading.

The class meets **Thursdays from 3:00pm to 4:00pm in the Seminar Room at 301 College Avenue.**

Please do not forget to join the [Discussion Board](#) for this class. The instructions to join can be found [here](#)

For more information about this seminar please contact François Guimbretière at francois<at>cs.cornell.edu